
The edition referred to in the title of this book is in fact two editions of different accounts of
a tourney on horseback that took place in Zaragoza in 1630 (149–225). Both accounts appeared
in print. One was composed by Juan Bautista Felices de Cáceres; the other is unnamed, but
Gamba Corradine argues convincingly that the author of this printed account was Antonio
Hurtado de Mendoza. Both editions are carefully edited and include extensive explanatory
footnotes. These two complete editions are followed by an anthology of materials ranging in
date from 1527–1638. Each edited text is cross-referenced with the author’s catalogue in the
final section of the book. Collectively, the two complete texts, and the anthology of the
written remains of other tournaments offer a fascinating insight into a world that has been
surprisingly ignored by modern scholars and clearly deserves more attention. Gamba
Corradine has paved the way for future research in the final section of her book, her
catalogue of texts from 1527–1658. This catalogue includes thirty-nine entries, some of which
are subdivided where more than one account of the same event is known. The author also
includes the current location of manuscripts and printed texts, along with modern
bibliographical references. This section is arguably the most important part of Gamba
Corradine’s book, as the author is sharing her research openly (which I commend) so that
other scholars can pursue the leads and, hopefully, edit more of the texts and study their
contents. The book concludes with a Bibliography and an Index.

I consider Jimena Gamba Corradine’s book to be amajor contribution to our understanding
of festival culture in the early modern period, and she is to be congratulated not only for
preparing the first modern editions of a number of texts and discussing their significance,
but also for sharing her meticulous and informative catalogue which will be of use to
researchers for years to come.

NOEL FALLOWS
University of Georgia.

MARÍA V. JORDÁN ARROYO, Entre la vigilia y el sueño: soñar en el Siglo de Oro. Madrid:
Iberoamericana/Frankfurt am Main: Vervuert. 2017. 326 pp.

Jordán Arroyo’s book has as its purpose: ‘establecer un diálogo entre los condicionamientos
culturales, el mundo de lo soñado y las narraciones ficcionales de los sueños’ (13). Given the
immense amounts of material that could be included in a book on dreams in the Golden Age,
the author has done a magnificent job deciding what elements to include and how to bring us
a vision of the subject through five very densely packed chapters.

The first chapter deals with the ways in which theologians and physicians theorized the
functions and meanings of dreams during the period. Jordán Arroyo first points to
theologians who cast a dark shadow on oneiric phenomena. They believed in the devil’s
ability to insinuate images into dreams. Starting with Lope de Barrientos and Pedro Ciruelo,
this trend became more pronounced after the Council of Trent with Martín del Río and
Pedro de Valencia. More common were those who stressed the importance of positive,
celestial dreams. Indeed, there were those who argued that it was possible through virtuous
actions and sleeping poses to draw these visions to oneself. Physicians also elaborated their
own oneiric theories. Some would relate dreams to the humours that predominated in the
physiology of an individual, while others like Juan Huarte de San Juan and Alonso de
Freylas sought to understand the divinatory nature of visions and dreams that came to those
of a melancholic disposition. In some cases these melancholy visions were attributed to
demons. This is a most useful and important chapter which gives us a glimpse of the rich
and complex theories of dreams in the period: ‘la tarea de distinguir nítidamente hacia
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donde apuntaba el origen de los sueños, hacia lo divino, lo diabólico o lo humano, era
sumamente compleja’ (57). Official attitudes then ranged from curiosity, to fear, to censorship.

In Lope de Vega’s La Dorotea, Fernando has a troubling premonitory dream: ‘Soñaba, ¡oh
Julio!, que había llegado el mar hasta Madrid desde las Indias’ (ed. Edwin S. Morby [Madrid:
Castalia, 1980], 91). He then mentions Artemidorus as a guide to interpretation. Although
included in the Index of prohibited books, the Onirocriticon was apparently well-known in early
modern Spain. Jordán Arroyo goes on to study its impact as well as the many works on dream
interpretation that circulated in the Peninsula. More importantly, she focuses on a manual of
dream interpretation of Arabic origins, but translated into Castilian, discussing it in great
detail. This allows the reader to become acquainted with the many vagaries of dream
interpretation, often based on analogical thinking and even inverse analogies. Thus, laughter
could mean upcoming sadness. The detailed analysis brings out interesting clashes, such as the
meaning of the moon: ‘En la tradición helenística la luna se asociaba con la mujer, mientras
que en la tradición árabe la luna (qamar) representaba lo masculino y, específicamente al
segundo hombre en mando después del rey o del emperador’ (102). Here, the translator makes
it applicable to the situation in Spain, referring to the privado. A discussion of a lunar eclipse
points to the close connection between astrology and oneiric divination.

While Chapter 3 turns to a dream by Lucrecia de León, a figure now well-known to early
modern scholars—through Richard L. Kagan’s book, Lucrecia’s Dreams: Politics and Prophecy
in Sixteenth-Century Spain (Berkeley/London: Univ. of California Press, 1990), as well as
Jordán Arroyo’s monograph, Soñar la historia: riesgo, creatividad y religioń en las profecías de
Lucrecia de León (Madrid: Siglo XXI de España Editores, 2007)—, the fourth chapter focuses
on the dreams experienced by a merchant in the New World, Martínez de Arce. Jordán Arroyo
asks a tantalizing question: ‘¿Qué motiva a este hombre a convertirse en escribano de sus
sueños?’ (157). The last chapter takes up two of the most famous dreams in the literature of
the Spanish Golden Age, Don Quijote’s dream-vision at the Cave of Montesinos and
Segismundo’s dream in La vida es sueño. Having studied so many judgments on dreams,
Jordán Arroyo is now able to conclude that Cervantes does not judge but explores ‘las
cualidades equívocas de los relatos enmarcados en sueños para, de tal modo, suscitar dudas
tanto dentro del plano novelesco como en el mundo de los lectores’ (217). Turning to La vida es
sueño, the author argues that Calderón shared with many a certain hostility towards astrology
(242). It would have been interesting to read the author’s opinions regarding the possibility
that the play is re-enacting celestial events that took place right before the birth of the future
Philip IV, a Saturn-Jupiter conjunction, a Nova in Serpentarius and the famed solar eclipse of
1605, which Shakespeare also includes in King Lear.

Entre la vigilia y el sueño is a most learned and useful book, one that can guide us through
the intricacies of approaches and judgments on oneiric phenomena and dream interpretation
during the early modern period in Spain and the Americas. It is a rich and interdisciplinary
work that brings together theology, medicine, demonology and history in order to peer
through the gates of ivory and horn.

FREDERICK A. DE ARMAS
University of Chicago.

Baroque Projections: Images and Texts in Dialogue with the Early Modern Hispanic
World. Edited by Frédéric Conrod and Michael J. Horswell. Newark: Juan de la Cuesta.
2016. 266 pp.

In 2010, the Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona (MACBA) hosted an exhibition titled El
defecte barroc: polítiques de la imatge hispana in which the aesthetic mode of expression was
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